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Abstract—The European Commission’s Animal Health 

Strategy for the period 2007-2013 is outlined in [7]. The 

work plan is structured into four macro-actions. Among 

them, we report the action oriented to “Better prevention, 

surveillance and crisis preparedness” because prevention 

and control are keywords of the present study. In detail, this 

article proposes an  algorithm (CHECK) and a supporting 

database to control the diffusion of animal diseases. The 

working procedure we imagine works as follows. 

Downstream of the outbreak of cases of livestock disease, 

the farms which might be infected are detected by running 

the CHECK algorithm. Then a campaign of veterinary visits 

restricted to those farms has to be started and when the 

circumstances would demand it, it will be necessary to have 

recourse to specific studies suitable to identify which farms 

are to be culled in order to ward off the danger of the 

ignition of a real health emergency. Unfortunately, the 

correctness of the prediction of this latter category of studies 

is subordinated to the degree of adherence of their input 

data to the reality. In the paper we will clarify why the 

results returned by the method we are going to propose are 

highly reliable and, hence, they are suitable as input data to 

the existing culling strategies. 

Given the relevance of the organization of the supporting 

database, as the preliminary step to reach an effective and 

efficient solution to the problem of the management of 

situations of crisis, in the present paper we will discuss and 

compare alternative solutions all feasible with the software 

products today available. The arguments we will adduce are 

quite general, therefore they are of interest for all medical 

or computer scientists who are concerned with building 

medical databases for similar purposes.  

 

Index Terms— animal health, contagion, epidemic, 

prevention, animal movements, parking area, database, 

moving points databases, SQL  

I.  INTRODUCTION 

It is of primary importance to keep under control the 
animal health in order to prevent epidemics of infectious 
diseases at geographic scale whose negative effects are at 
least two: 

– the need of culling entire livestock farming, with 
massive economic costs to the farmers;  

– the risk that the disease transmits to the human 
beings too (zoonosis). 

The relevance of the issue of controlling the diffusion, 
at large-scale, of highly infectious livestock epidemics is 

witnessed by paper [15] where authors propose a method 
of epidemic investigation called risk based culling that 
represents an evolution of the classical ring culling. The 
risk based culling strategy requires in input three different 
types of data: 

– the geographic location of all farms in the area at 
risk, 

– the list of farms that are infected, 
– an estimate of how the transmission probability 

depends on the distance between infected and 
susceptible farms.  

In ref. [15], authors state that the first two categories 
of data are usually readily available during an epidemic; 
while for the third piece of information estimates from 
past epidemics can usually be used. It is our opinion, 
however, that just after the outbreak of an infectious 
disease it is utopian to expect to know which farms are 
susceptible and which are infectious and this because of 
the existence of two relevant sources of uncertainty: 

– the first one traces back to the unavoidable initial 
incubation period of the infection that makes the 
events highly evolutionary in the early stage of the 
sanitary emergency, 

– the second uncertainty arises in those cases where 
the animal batches moved in time periods close to 
the detection of the disease, with stops in places that 
in the remainder of this paper we will call “parking 

areas”. In such a dynamic scenario, made frequent 
by the globe scale livestock market, because of the 
repeated movements of the animals and because of 
the distances that come into play, it is utopian to 
pretend to know all the farms which are infected 
and, consequently, to think of being able to know 
exactly the geographical areas affected by the 
outbreaks of the contagion.  

It follows that in the management of what we call “the 

warm emergency” (that is the phase where tangible cases 

of the existence of a situation of hazard were reported, 
but it has not yet passed sufficient time to have available 
a “stable map” of the epidemic at hand - that is, which 
farms are to be considered infected and, hence, in turn to 
become infectious), it is not possible to query the 
available large databases collecting the animal diseases 
within the national territories (in Italy such a solution is 
called SIMAN, [1]) because data are filed on disk only 
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after those events are “formally certified” by the 

competent authorities. The experience teaches that to 
accomplish those formalities  takes time ranging from 
few days to few weeks, too much in the cases of highly 
infectious epidemics, those for which methods like the 
risk based culling have been studied. 

During health alert who is in charge of taking 
important and sometimes grave decisions are reluctant to 
trust software tools because they are aware that the 
indications provided by those systems are dramatically 
dependent on the “reliability” of the input data. About the 

need of not underestimate the critical role of the input 
data of the advanced analytical methods to which usually 
we commit ourselves in epidemiology it exists full 
understanding in the domain literature too. An evidence 
in such a direction can be found, for instance, in [16] of 
which a fragment true to the original is reported hereafter. 
“Mathematical modeling of infectious diseases has 

gained growing attention in epidemiology during the last 

decades. The major benefits of simulating compartmental 

models are the prediction of the consequences of 

potential interventions, a deeper understanding of 

epidemic dynamics and clinical decision support. The 

main limitation is however that several parameters are 

based on uncertain expert guesses ….” 
Aim of our paper is to plug the gap existing in the 

management of the warm emergency. The study 
described in this paper is quite general, however it fully 
applies to livestock of big size (i.e., cattle and swine) 
because this kind of animals is subject to frequent 
movements that, on the contrary, happen rarely for 
poultry, for example. 

Structure of the paper 

Sec. II introduces the terminology essential to 
comprehend the application scenario. In particular, it 
describes the organization of the places devoted to hold 
the livestock during the breaks. Sec. III lists, at a high 
level of abstraction, the causes from which contagion 
episodes could be triggered; hence, it discusses an 
algorithm (CHECK) to carry out a preventive 
investigation devoted to the detection of the head of cattle 
that could be infected, and then, how to trace up to the 
farms where they live. Sec. IV summarizes the phases 
that we think are necessary to effectively manage a warm 

sanitary emergency about livestock that have been moved 
over the territory. Sec. V compares several organizations 
of the database on which to rely the implementation of 
the algorithm CHECK. Sec. VI draws the conclusions. 

Tab. I puts together the space of the problem we refer 
to and the space of the solution; in addition it shows the 
links that exist between those two levels. The scope of the 
present contribution concerns the design level. The 
implementation phase will be discussed in a follow-up 
paper 

Before closing the section we wish to remark that the 
recipients of our methodological proposal could be the 
Italian reference centers located within the so-called 
Istituti Zooprofilattici Sperimentali that, as can be read on 
the site of the Italian Ministry of Health 
(http://www.salute.gov.it), “are structures of excellence in 

the sector of animal health, representing the fulcrum of 
the national network system”. 

II.  THE APPLICATION CONTEXT 

The ever-growing animal market and the availability 
of means of transportation increasingly faster have 
dramatically enhanced the entity of the risk that animals 
with a disease in incubation may reach the final 
destination rapidly and before the appearance of the 
symptoms. Moreover, it may also happen that the 
pathogen carriers are conveyed internally to the 
transportation means used to bring the animals. It follows 
that the long-distances trips of live animals contribute 
considerably to the diffusion of the epidemics in a short 
time interval and over large geographical areas. 

The Council Directive 91/628/EEC of 1991 states that 
during transportation the animals must be unloaded, 
rested, fed and watered at regular time intervals. Such a 
directive was strengthened by two more recent 
regulations of the European Commission ([2, 3]), that is: 

- the Council Regulation No 1255/97 that establishes 
the sanitary measures suitable to prevent the 
transmission of diseases, as well as the obligation of 
logging the animal movements and 

- the Council Regulation No 1/2005 about the 
protection of the animals during long trip across the 
Member States of the EU. 

 
TABLE I.  

AN OVERVIEW OF THE PROBLEM AND ITS SOLUTION 
 

 Space of the problem 
 Space of the solution 

Design  Implementation 

The problem: 
downstream the outbreak of a sanitary emergency (e.g., the 
death of head of cattle), it is mandatory to start a preventive 
investigation to gain “reliable” data about infected farms and 
those that could become so 

 
 

 

 
 

An algorithm (CHECK)  
(Sec.III) 

 
 

 

 
 

A set of  
SQL queries 

The data: 
farms, farmers, livestock, animal sanitary controls, animal trips, 
parking areas where animals took breaks during trips 

 
 

 

 

A relational database 
(Sec.V) 

 
 

 

 
 

The database  
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In spite of the various regulations delivered within the 
EU in the last twenty years, the painful note reported by 
the animal health statutory bodies is that the major 
recommendations are largely disregarded. Waiting that 
the existing regulations will be accompanied by 
systematic controls (and deterrent penalties) devoted to 
assess their actual observance, the authors believe that it 
is the right time to have recourse to software tools for 
carrying out preventive studies about potential contagions 
contracted by the livestock during their movements 
across the Member States, as well as during the stops 
inside the “parking areas”. 

To give an idea to the reader about the size of the 
problem we refer to in this study, we can say the 
following. Ref. [8] reports that about 365 million farm 
animals per year are transported within the EU and a 
large part of them pass through markets or sampling 
points where they are unloaded and loaded many times 
before reaching the final destination. Ref. [8] refers, also, 
of 157 approved control posts within 12 countries at the 
beginning of 2010 (few examples: France (53), Germany 
(24), UK (23), Italy (13)). About meeting points and 
farms it is not easy to get exact numbers, however they 
can be estimated of the order of thousands. 

Terminology 

Hereafter, we introduce the terminology that will be 
adopted in the remainder of the article. It is mainly 
inspired by the regulations mentioned above. We will 
call:   

– meeting point: either the livestock aggregation place 
during a cattle fair ([3] – Art.2) or the terminal 
where it takes place the loading (unloading) of live 
animals from a transportation means (truck, ship, 
and so on). 

– Control post: a place devoted to the animal nutrition 
and rest during long trips stops ([3] – Art.36). 
Several animal batches may be present at the same 
time in those places provided that they share the 
same “health status” as certified by the 

accompanying documents. 
– Farm: the place where animals grow up. 
– Parking area: either a meeting point, a control post, 

or a farm. Below, the explicit name of the parking 
area will be used only when strictly necessary. 

– Batch: a certain number of animals of the same 
species that move together and that, together, rest in 
the same parking area.  

– Sick batch: a batch of animals where at least one 
head of cattle has been found sick after a veterinary 
visit. We call potentially infected batch one 
containing some head of cattle that might have got 
the disease from a sick batch. 

– Infected farm: the farm to which a sick batch 
belongs. We call potentially infected farm one 
where there is at least a potentially infected batch.  

Parking areas may be conceptualized as structures 
either fixed (as in the case of farms) or semi-mobile (as in 
the case of the meeting points) composed of a certain 
number of pens (Fig. 1). Fig. 2 shows an actual meeting 

point devoted to the loading/unloading of livestock from 
trucks. 

 
Figure 1. The organization of a parking area made up of 5 pens. 

 
Figure 2. An actual livestock meeting point (source: [9]). 

III.  TYPES OF CONTAGION; AN INVESTIGATION 
ALGORITHM   

In this section, it will be discussed, at a high level of 
abstraction, the causes that could trigger livestock 
contagion within parking areas; hence (Sec.III.B), it will 
be proposed an algorithm suitable to detect potentially 
infected batch of animals as well as the infected farms 
and those that might be potentially infected. 

A.  Causes Triggering the Contagion; Types of Contagion  

Parking areas are extraordinary hotbeds of contagion 
diffusion because of the high density of livestock. The 
causes that could spark off the disease are to be re-
conducted to either the co-presence in the same parking 
area of healthy livestock batches and sick ones, or to their 
“temporal contiguity” (that is to be arrived in the parking 

area after that the sick batch came out, but when it still 
existed the danger of contamination). Such two 
“investigation dimensions” set up the necessary condition 

because the transmission of the disease among the 
livestock can take place. About the modalities of 
transmission, they are not relevant in the present study 
that does not look for the causes instead it focuses on 
their effects. 

Two types of contagion follow from the investigation 
dimensions just mentioned: one due to the co-presence 
and the other due to the temporal contiguity, as discussed 
below. 

Contagion by co-presence 

It accounts for the potential hazard faced by a 
livestock each time it is in co-presence, within the same 
parking area, with an infecting head of cattle. Moreover, 
the absence of isolation between adjacent pens of parking 
areas may allow head of cattle to come into physical 
contact. A circumstance that is source of extra risk of 
contagion diffusion. 

The classical swine fever, the swine vesicular disease, 
and the foot and mouth disease are examples of highly 
infectious diseases that are transmissible by means of 
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physical contact with an infected host or with its 
droppings. 

In summary, in the present study the sentence 
“contagion by co-presence” has a very wide meaning 

because it embraces all the causes of contagion 
ascribable: 

– to the horizontal direct transmission (it implies a 
physical contact with an infected host or with its 
droppings) and 

– to the horizontal indirect transmission (it is 
mediated by objects or materials (medium) and/or 
by animals (carriers), specifically flies, mosquitoes, 
arthropods, etc …) 

Contagion by temporal contiguity 

The contagion by temporal contiguity could 
materialize when a healthy batch enters a pen of a 
parking area that previously had hosted a sick batch and 
where, therefore, could have been left few pathogen 
agents in the environment. Obviously, the actual hazard 
that the healthy batch might be infected increases whether 
it goes to occupy the same pen left by the sick batch. 
Moreover, the entity of such a hazard depends from the 
infectivity of the disease of the sick batch and its period 
of transmissibility, risk that decreases as the “temporal 

distance” between when the sick batch left the parking 
area and when the healthy batch entered it increases. The 
solution proposed in this article allows to set the value of 
such an interval. 

Tab. II shows the correspondence between our 
terminology and that shared within the community of the 
veterinaries and epidemiologists. 

 
TABLE II.  

THE TERMINOLOGY USED IN THE PAPER VS. THE “USUAL” ONE 
Terminology adopted in this 
article 

The “common” terminology 

Contagion by co-presence Direct  and/or indirect 
horizontal transmission  

Contagion by temporal 
contiguity  

Indirect horizontal 
transmission  

 

B.  An Investigation Algorithm 

The algorithm discussed below works at the parking 
area level, that is by ignoring the pens occupied by the 
animal batches. In detail, the strategy assumes that all the 
animal batches for which exist a temporal co-presence 
with a sick batch are to be considered potentially 
infected. With regard to the contagion by temporal 
contiguity, the algorithm assumes that whenever a 
healthy batch enters a parking area recently left by a sick 
one, the healthy batch is to be considered potentially 
infected. Such a pessimistic assumption finds justification 
because even in the case when the healthy batch stays in a 
pen different from that occupied by the sick one, it could 
happen that inside the parking area have remained either 
living or inanimate vectors able to convey the infection in 
all the other pens. It is fair to note that such an analysis 
method is all the more appropriate as the disease of the 
sick batch is of high infectivity. 

The events that should suggest the starting of a 
computer-based investigation are at least two: a) one or 
more head of cattle turn out to be sick during a visit of the 
livestock at their belonging farm; alternatively, b) when 
cases of death of head of cattle are reported, circumstance 
this latter that may take place in a generic parking area 
and not necessarily at a farm.   

Downstream of the identification of an infected batch, 
it is necessary to trace back to all the potentially infected 
batches of animals. Hence, to complete the investigation, 
it remains to recognize the farms that are to be considered 
either infected or potentially so. This latter step is 
fundamental because its output allows to feed the existing 
methods for the analysis of the diffusion of the disease 
among farms such as, for instance, the already mentioned 
risk based culling [15]. The CHECK algorithm 
formalizes the previous steps. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Algorithm CHECK 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Input: data about the farms, the animal batches, the 

veterinary visits, the animal trips over the territory, 
and the involved parking areas.  

Output: the (potentially) infected farms 
Method: 

Let <SickBatch, VisitTimestamp, LastVisit 

Farm> be, respectively, the identifier of the sick batch, 
the time stamp when the disease was diagnosed, and the 
farm where the visit took place. 
1. Starting from LastVisitFarm and travelling back 

in time: 
– reconstruct the movements of the sick batch until 

the farm where it was previously visited 

(PreviousVisitFarm) resulting in healthy is 
reached. Both the PreviousVisitFarm and the 

LastVisitFarm are assumed to be infected.  
 Let {PreviousVisitFarm, PA1, PA2, …, PAk, 

LastVisitFarm} be the result of this 
investigation step, where PAi (with i=1,2,3,… 
,k) denotes the generic parking area that had put 
the sick batch up.  

– Compute the duration of the stop of the 
SickBatch inside each PAi;  

2. for each PAi, the issue is to identify the animal 
batches that might have been infected by the 

SickBatch;  
3. for each those batches, identify (when possible) the 

farms they belong to, these latter to be classified as 
potentially infected too 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Notice that when an execution of the CHECK 
algorithm is started, not necessarily it happens that all the 
batches returned by Step “2.” have reached the 

destination farm. Some of them, in fact, could be yet 
(away) on a trip towards the final destination. This is the 
meaning of the words “when possible”. For each animal 

batch potentially infected by a SickBatch that falls in 
such a situation, Step “3.” returns the last parking area 

occupied by the livestock. 
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IV.  AN EMERGENCY RESPONSE PLAN 

To minimize the impact of livestock epidemics we 
need an emergency response plan that involves all the 
pertinent stakeholders (i.e., state and territory 
governments, major livestock industries, and so on). Fig.3 
describes, as an UML activity diagram, the actions to be 
carried out downstream of the detection of a suspected 
disease of the livestock.  

Likely there are other infected batches

Visit the livestock at the (potentially) infected farms

Apply a predictive study about the diffusion of the epidemic

Found a sick batch

False alarm

(I)

(II)

(III)

(IV)

Run CHECK

Confirmed alarm?
No

End of the preventive actions 

and those of eradication

Si

Follow up the indication returned by 

the predictive study about the livestock to be culled

 
Figure 3. Procedure for the management of a livestock sanitary 

emergency. 

At a high level of abstraction, the operative procedure 
we propose is structured into four steps to be executed in 
sequence: 

a) run the CHECK algorithm to detect the infected 
farms and those that might be infected (action I). 

b) To gain more certainty about what is going on, it is 
necessary to activate a campaign of visits of the 
livestock at the farms they belong to. When 
appropriate, the sick livestock has to be treated in 
order to stop the epidemic. (action  II) 

c) If the warnings about the contagion hazard are bear 
out by feedbacks from the field, then what remains 
to do is to rely on methods of recognition of which 
farms should be culled in order to attempt to isolate 
promptly the spread out of the epidemic in the 
geographical areas surrounding each the infected 
farms or those potentially infected (action  III). 

d) Who has the burden of responsibility has to decree 
the start of the culling program (necessary to control 
the outbreak of the epidemic).  

V.  TOWARDS THE IMPLEMENTATION: COMPARISON OF 
SOLUTIONS 

 
This section focuses on the organization of the 

relational database about the farms, the livestock, the 
health checks, the trips, and the different types of parking 
areas. A well structured database offers the support 
necessary to reach an effective and efficient 
implementation of the CHECK algorithm as an ad hoc 
bag of queries. In the following, we compare two 
alternative conceptual schemas of the database ([6] is a 
good textbook about databases conceptual design). The 
differences of the second schema with respect to the first 
one originate from the choice of modeling the trips of the 
animal batches as moving points (briefly m-points) ([10] 
is a good textbook about moving objects databases). Such 
a decision has profound implications at the logic level too 
where it changes markedly both the relational schema 
(i.e., the organization of the database) and the subsequent 
formulation of the queries necessary to implement the 
CHECK algorithm. The relational schema, in particular, 
changes whether the DBMS supports spatio-temporal 
data types or not. 

A.  The classical solution 

The conceptual schema 

Fig.4 shows a possible conceptual schema of the 
database. A crucial aspect of the modeling concerns the 
livestock trips that might be either short (few hours) or 
long (few days or few weeks - in which case intermediary 
stops are required). A decision to be taken concerns 
whether to model the single livestock trip (i.e., a trip that 
links two parking areas – option 1) or the whole trip, 
intermediary stops included (option 2).  

If we adopt option 2, it will not be possible to store in 
the database the movement of an animal batch until its 
conclusion. Circumstance, this latter, that for long trips 
necessarily causes a considerable delay in the update of 
the content of the database. Such a delay may have 
negative repercussions on the completeness of the 
preventive analysis carried out by the CHECK 
algorithm. To prevent this inconvenience, the conceptual 
modeling of Fig.4 adopts option 1. 

The conceptual schema is composed of 8 entities and 4 
relationships, one of them is quaternary (trip). In this 
latter relationship, we doubled the notation about the 
constraints (min, max) in order to facilitate its 
interpretation.  

Mapping the conceptual schema into the logical one 

The mapping of the conceptual schema of Fig.4 gives 
rise to a database composed of 5 tables: 

– animalBatch (BatchID: string, Species: 

string, HeadNumber: int), 

– visit (BatchID: int, VisitDate: 

timestamp, Result: string, Diagnosis: 

string, PAID: string), 

– parkingArea (PAID: string, Type: string, 

Name: string, City: string, Position: 

Point, FarmerID: string), 

– farmer (FarmerID: string, Name: string), 
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– trip(BatchID: string, Departure: 

timestamp, Arrival: timestamp, PAIDfrom: 

string, PAIDto: string).  
To implement such a database, we need a DBMS 

featuring a spatial extension because of the presence of 

the attribute Position of the entity PARKING AREA 
which denotes the longitude and the latitude of the 
centroid of the generic parking area. Available options 
are: IBM DB2-SE, Oracle/Spatial, PostgreSQL/PostGIS.  

PARKING AREA

undergoneANIMAL BATCH VISIT

at

trip

TIME

BatchID

Species
VisitDate

Result
Diagnosis

HeadNumber

Departure

City

Position

PAID

FARM MEETING  POINT CONTROL POST

run by

FARMER

Name

FarmerID

(1,1)

(1,1)

(1,N)

(0,N)

(1,1)

(1,N)

(1,1)

(1,N)

(0,1)

(0,N)

Name

(1,1)

Arrival

(1,N) (1,N)

(1,N)

from

to

 

Figure 4. A possible conceptual schema of the database. Attribute PAID stands for Parking Area IDentifier. 
 

B.  An innovative solution 

The solution expressed by the conceptual schema of 
Fig.4 reproduces the two-phases current operating 
scenario where: a) the livestock trips are marked by 
logging on paper-documents the time stamps when the 
animal batches either entered or left the parking areas 
and, later, b) those data are stored in the database. This 
manual procedure raises two problems. Firstly, the 
available data are not always either correct nor complete; 
moreover, since their loading in the database is on charge 
of humans, delays (between when data are available on 
the paper-documents and when they are entered into the 
database) are unavoidable and sometimes are even 
considerable. The above issues are both serious because 
they can affect negatively the completeness of the 
preventive analysis carried out by means of the CHECK 
algorithm. 

The second problem arises from the fact that the 
organization of the database which derives from the 
conceptual schema of Fig.4 (being this latter anchored to 
the current operating scenario) does not acknowledge the 
recent recommendations of the EU ([3] Annex I, Chp.VI, 

Point 4 – Navigation System) which hope a prompt 
activation of a fully electronic procedure about the 
traceability of the movements of live animals (see, for 
instance, the “Identification and Tracing” section of the 

Animal Health Strategy of the European Union - 2007-
2013, [7]). A mandatory step to reach such a goal consists 
in the adoption of a different organization of the database, 
in order to make it suitable to receive data about the trips 
of the livestock directly from a GPS-based tool. A 
preliminary study of this issue is [5], where an 
experimental project aimed to establish an effective 
navigation system in accordance with the Council 
Regulation No.1/2005 [3] is reported. An on board unit, 
installed at the truck level, collects and transmits real-
time information about the animal transport to a remote 
receiver database including their location. 

The conceptual schema 

The conceptual schema of Fig.5 overcomes all the 
shortcomings discussed above by modeling the trips of 
the animal batches as m-points. The new schema deviates 
little from the previous one, nevertheless the “distance” 

between them is profound. The merit of this solution is to 
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encapsulate “the history” of each movement of an animal 

batch from a parking area to another one in the TRIP 
entity.

PARKING AREA

undergoneANIMAL BATCH VISIT

attake

TRIP

from

to

BatchID

Species
VisitDate

Result
Diagnosis

HeadNumber

TripData

City

Position
Layout

PAID

FARM MEETING  POINT CONTROL POST

run by

FARMER

Name

FarmerID

(1,1)

(1,1)

(1,N)

(0,N)

(1,1)

(1,1) (0,N)

(1,1) (0,N)

(1,N)

(0,N)

(1,1)

Name

 

Figure 5. A different conceptual modeling of the database. 

An explicit remark about the relationships from and 
to of the schema of Fig.5 is required, because there are 
reasons to cancel them and others to keep them. They 
may be canceled because those information are derivable 
by querying the database. However, we decided to keep 
them because their presence in the schema, and hence in 
the database, allows running consistency checks about the 
data collected via the GPS method and encapsulated into 
an m-point. (The effects of the uncertainty of the position 
of the m-points is an issue which is getting a lot of 
attention by the scientific community, e.g., [13]) In the 
case under investigation, in fact, it may happen that 
because of errors in the sampling of the batch actual 
position at ground, we lose the information that it entered 
a certain parking area where, actually, it rested for a 
while. The way to deal with this pitfall consists in 
running some pre-computation about the values stored in 
the m-points by making recourse to ad hoc queries and, 
when necessary, correct the sampled values before we 
make them available. 

Mapping the conceptual schema into the logical one 

The relational mapping of the conceptual schema of 
Fig.5 is affected by the DBMS generation one decides to 
refer to. At present it exists a twofold alternative: to 
choose a relational DBMS which features a spatial 
extension (e.g.: PostgreSQL/PostGIS) or employ one 
featuring a spatio-temporal extension (e.g.: SECONDO, 
[11]). Below, we discuss both those alternatives 
emphasizing the second choice because it is more 
innovative. 

Alternative 1 

It is sufficient to restrict the discussion to the mapping of 
the TRIP entity which produces the table: 
trip (BatchID: string, From_PAID: string, 

To_PAID: string, Trajectory: 

geometry, TimeValues: timestamp 

ARRAY). 

 The first three attributes denote, in sequence, the 
animal batch and the parking area of departure and 
arrival. While the route followed by the livestock to go 
from a parking area to another one is split in two parts: 
the geometric component (attribute Trajectory) and the 
temporal one (attribute TimeValues), that because of the 
lack of a suitable built-in data type in the DBMS. In 
detail, the trajectory geometry is modeled as a linestring 
(with linear interpolation between points), while the time 
stamps of the sampling points are collected in an array. 

Alternative 2 

The SECONDO mapping of the conceptual schema of 
Fig.5 produces a database composed of 5 tables. The 
relative SQL-like scripts follow. 
 

sql CREATE TABLE animalBatch COLUMNS [  

BatchID: string, Species: string, 

HeadNumber: int ] 

 

sql CREATE TABLE parkingArea COLUMNS [ 

PAID: string, Name: string, City: 

string, Type: string, FarmerID: 

string, Position: point, Layout: 

region ]  

 

sql CREATE TABLE farmer COLUMNS [ 

FarmerID: string, Name: string ]  
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sql CREATE TABLE visit COLUMNS [ 

    BatchID: string, VisitDate: instant, 

Result: string, Diagnosis: string, 

PAID: string ] 

 

trip (BatchID: string, tripData: mpoint, 

from: string, to: string)  
 

The Appendix lists the SECONDO scripts that create 
and populate the trip table. 

Alternative 1 vs. Alternative 2 

Aim of this sub-section is to discuss the pros and cons 
of these two implementation strategies. The comparison 
will we focused on the: 
a. enabling technologies, 
b. feasibility of spatio-temporal analysis, 
c. performances. 

Enabling technologies 

About the Alternative 1 there is a large choice of a 
suitable DBMS (e.g.: IBM DB2-SE, Oracle/Spatial, 
PostgreSQL/PostGIS, …) vice versa, in connection with 
the Alternative 2, the choice is limited to SECONDO 
(still under development). 

Spatio-temporal analysis 

Carry out a spatio-temporal analysis in the 
“framework” defined by the Alternative 1 is critical 

because of the lack of specific operators at the DBMS 
level. To enhance the expressive power of the SQL of 
those DBMSs the issue is to implement ad hoc operators. 
The HERMES project, aiming to extend the Oracle 
DBMS, is an excellent example, [14]. Similar 
motivations underline work [4] where authors report 
about two operators (implemented as user defined 
functions on top of PostgreSQL/PostGIS) suitable to 
compute the spatio-temporal intersection of pairs of 
uncertain m-points’ trajectories. 

This difficulty disappears working within the 
conceptual framework defined by the Alternative 2. In 
fact, SECONDO features a rich bag of spatio-temporal 
operators that, incidentally, largely exceed the needs of 
spatio-temporal analysis raised by the application context 
we refer to in this paper. 

The more the application at hand proves demanding of 
spatio-temporal operators, the more the above warning 
has to be kept in mind from all medical or computer 
scientists who are concerned with building spatio-
temporal medical databases. 

Performances 

Let's suppose we have a database of 100,000 m-points, 
each with trajectories over the course of several months 
and want to carry out the CHECK algorithm. It would 
take far too long. As with most of problems about m-
points, the challenge is the efficient retrieval of the 
information from amongst millions of data points. The 
solution is indexing. In the current version of 
SECONDO, the trajectories of m-points can be indexed 
by a spatio-temporal (2D + time) R-tree that guarantees 

good performances even for very complex operations 
(e.g., [12]). 

VI.  CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

Strengths of the contribution 

The algorithm of Sec.III (CHECK) has a twofold 
merit. Firstly, it is independent of the parameters usually 
adopted in the epidemiological methods (like, for 
instance, the strength of transmission of an infection, the 
distance-dependent probability of transmission, etc). 
CHECK, in fact, infers the head of cattle potentially 
infected by referring to two investigation dimensions: a) 
the co-presence, in the same parking area, of healthy 
livestock together with a sick head of cattle and b) the 
temporal contiguity among them. Such two dimensions 
set the condition triggering the hazard of contagious 
among head of cattle in the various forms well known to 
the experts of the domain. In the article, however, the 
contagious causes were not taken into account, while 
their potential effects were investigated. In other words, 
the proposed method was not meant to provide 
indications of veterinary nature about the health status of 
the livestock, but rather to give a preventive response 
about the head of cattle that could have been infected, 
leaving to the competent authorities to set a program of 
checks at the farms not substitutable in any way.  

The proposed solution, besides the low cost and the 
prompt response time, allows to limit the number of head 
of cattle on which to launch the campaign of visits that 
otherwise should be extended to all the livestock which 
has undergone the movements in the period of time 
elapsed from the visit of the head turned out to be sick 
and the previous visit, in which the same animal was 
healthy. Evidently, this second working scenario is 
dramatically time consuming and this becomes a problem 
in the presence of a severe epidemic hazard where 
effective medical countermeasures on the sick livestock 
are to be taken as soon as possible. 

A second merit of our proposal is to take advantage of 
the data collected in a “quasi real-time” database about 

the trips of the livestock from a parking area to another 
one and the sanitary controls of the livestock itself, in 
order to derive which farms are infected and which one 
could be so. The availability of this latter information 
allows to feed the existing methods for the analysis of the 
diffusion of the disease among farms such as, for 
instance, the risk based culling [15]. 

About the database, the article proposed alternative 
solutions and compared their strengths and weaknesses. 
Our conclusions can be summarized as follows: at the 
conceptual level the best organization of the database can 
be achieved by modeling the livestock trips as m-points, 
while, at the implementation level, today the SECONDO 
DBMS is the most mature enabling technology. 

Further work 

We are ready to implement the proposed database in 
SECONDO, populate it with a sample dataset and, finally 
implement the CHECK algorithm in terms of SQL 
queries. Later, we plan to make a comparison of our 
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solution with that recently proposed by a team of the 
Joint Research Centre of the EU and the Italian IZS-AM 
[5].  

APPENDIX CREATION, LOADING, AND QUERYING OF THE 
TABLE TRIP 

The pre-condition (Step 1) is that the “raw” data about 

the trips of the batches are collected in as many text files 
each having the extension csv (Comma Separated Value; 
the name derives from the fact that each row of those files 
is composed of text structured in terms of fields separated 
by a comma) and whose structure is as follows (the 
example shows a fragment of a movement made by the 
batch with ID=”L02” and collected in the file 
TrkL02.csv): 
 

# GPS Track File Generator 

# Name: TrkL02 

# Track parameters: P0=(41.890649;12.477513), 

Pf=(43.776548;11.25824), t0=08:00:10 

# Each row data holds: 

# Latitude in Deg.Decimals, (neg. = south) 

# Longitude in Deg.Decimals, (neg. = west) 

# UTC (hh:mm:ss), Date (yyyy-mm-dd),  Distance (km), 

Speed (km/h), Id 

43.031600,12.483230,18:00:00,2011-07-

10,0.000,00.0,L02 

43.031922,12.484192,18:00:05,2011-07-

10,0.086,61.9,L02 

43.031017,12.483494,18:00:10,2011-07-

10,0.202,83.2,L02 

43.029864,12.483674,18:00:15,2011-07-

10,0.331,92.9,L02 

43.029368,12.484467,18:00:20,2011-07-

10,0.416,61.1,L02 

Each record of a csv file is organized as follows: 
<Lat, Long, UTC, Date, Distance, Speed, ID> 

i.e., it concerns, in sequence: the geographical 
coordinates of the point (according to the WGS-1984 
Datum), the hour and the day of the sampling, the 
traveled distance with respect to the starting point, the 
speed at the moment of the acquisition and the ID. 

Then (Step 2), we need to import (by means of the 

csvimport command) the content of the various files 
.csv in a relation (loadTracks) having schema 
(trackSchema) conforms to the fields of the generic 
record of those files. At the end of the loading of all the 
GPS tracks, the table loadTracks will contain many 
distinct m-points, each of them identified by the value of 
the attribute ID (Fig.6). 

 

Figure 6. Tuples of the loadTracks table relative to the batches L01 and L03.

Step 3 elaborates the raw data in the table 
loadTracks to build the trajectories followed by the 
animal batches in their movement between two parking 
areas, depositing such data in the attribute TripData of 
type mpoint of the table buildTrip. 

Finally (Step 4), it remains to create the table trip 

and migrate in it the data in the table buildTrip. 

The output (Fig.7) of the query: 
SELECT  [trajectory(TripData)  AS Route,  
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 val(initial(TripData)) AS  

    StartPoint,  

 val(final(TripData))   AS  

    EndPoint ]  

FROM  trip  

WHERE  BatchID = "L02" 

shows the trajectory of the unique trip (initial and 
final points included) made by the animal batch L02. 
This example has two merits: a) testify that the 4-steps 
procedure just described works properly and b) that the 
writing of the SQL query is trivial thanks to the existence 
of the functions: trajectory(), initial(), and 

final() featured by SECONDO. 
 

 

Figure 7. The trip of BatchID=”L02”. 

Hereafter the SECONDO implementation of the Steps 
2, 3 and 4 are collected. We included these SQL-like 
scripts just in case someone may be interest to look at 
those technicalities. 

 
# Loading GPS Tracks 
 

open database MODAT;  # Moving Objects Database for Animal 
Traceability 
 

#definition of the relational schema trackSchema (Step 2) 
let trackSchema = [const rel(tuple([ 

Latitude: real,   Longitude: real,   UTC: string,   Date: string,    

Distance: real,  Speed: real,  ID: string]))  

value ()]; 

 
/*creation of table loadTracks(trackSchema) and its loading with data 
coming from files: TrkL01.csv, TrkL02.csv, and TrkL03.csv” - (Step 2) */ 
let loadTracks = trackSchema csvimport['C:/TrkL01.csv', 7, "#", ","] 

consume; 

query trackSchema csvimport['C:/TrkL02.csv', 7, "#", ","] loadTracks 

insert consume; 

query trackSchema csvimport['C:/TrkL03.csv', 7, "#", ","] loadTracks 

insert consume; 

 
/*creation of table buildTrip starting from loadTracks and its loading 
(Step 3) 
let buildTrip = loadTracks  feed  

extend[I: str2instant(.Date + "-" + .UTC),   P: makepoint(.Longitude, 

.Latitude) ] 

sortby[ID asc, I asc] 

groupby[ID;  TripData: group feed approximate[I, P, [const duration 

value (0 300000)]] ] 

consume 

 
/* the feed operation copies the tuples of the loadTracks relation 
into buildTrip.The operation extend enhances the schema buildTrip 

with the attributes I and P that represent, respectively, the time 
instant and the position of the sampling. The tuples of table 
buildTrip are sorted on the values of the attribute ID and the time, 
and grouped with respect to attribute ID. To each group of tuples 
is applied the approximate operator that links pairs of consecutive 
samples with a linear segment. The result returned by the 
approximate operator is a value of type mpoint, stored in the 
attribute TripData. */ 
 
#definition and loading of the trip table (Step 4) 
let Trip = select  [t:id as batchID,  t:tripData as tripData,  

exitArea:paid as from,  inletArea:paid as to]  

from  [parkingArea as exitArea,  buildTrip as t,  

parkingArea as inletArea]  

where  [val(initial(t:tripData)) inside exitArea:layout,  

val(final(t:tripData)) inside inletArea:layout] 

close database;  
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